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(57) A wiring film is provided between a cloth and an
electronic component, wherein the wiring film has a wir-
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along the extensible film inside or on an outer surface of
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exposed from a first surface of the wiring layer that faces
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] An embodiment of the present invention relates
to a wiring film, a device transfer sheet, and a textile type
device.
[0002] Priority is claimed on Japanese Patent Applica-
tion No. 2015-204500, filed October 16, 2015, the content
of which is incorporated herein by reference.

[Background Art]

[0003] In recent years, flexible electronics having var-
ious applications due to the softness of materials have
attracted much attention. For example, attention has
been paid to means for directly obtaining biological infor-
mation such as movement of the human body by wearing
flexible electronics on the surface of the human body or
in the human body.
[0004] Patent Document 1 includes a strain-sensor-at-
tached cloth including a strain sensor having a carbon
nanotube film attached to a cloth and a wiring part con-
nected to the strain sensor.
[0005] In addition, Patent Document 2 includes cloths
in which a wiring part is integrally provided on a cloth
main body. The wiring part is integrated with the cloth
main body so that it becomes difficult for the wiring part
to be cut and it is possible to minimize interference with
a wearer’s motion with the device.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0006]

[Patent Document 1] Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application, First Publication No. 2011-47702
[Patent Document 2] Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application, First Publication No. 2014-25180

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0007] The inventors studied sensor systems capable
of measuring such motion or the like of the human body,
and as a result, found many problems to be solved ex-
isting in the wirings for transmitting information from a
sensor to an external output means.
[0008] In the strain-sensor-attached cloth described in
Patent Document 1, one end of the wirings is connected
to an electrode of the sensor but the other portion thereof
is not fixed to a base member or the like. For this reason,
when the number of wires increases, the wiring itself in-
terferes with the wearer’s hand motion or interferes with
the wearer’s movement.

[0009] In the strain-sensor-attached cloth described in
Patent Document 2, the wiring part is directly formed on
the cloth main body. Since a thread-like body having con-
ductivity is knitted into the cloth, it cannot be said that
conformability with respect to deformation or tension is
sufficient. Furthermore, a short circuit between wirings
may occur due to contact between wires, with sweat, or
the like in some cases. Since the cloth is easily deformed
even if it is attempted to adhere insulating layers to both
surfaces of the wiring part to prevent a short circuit, it is
difficult to position the insulating layers. In addition, there
is a concern that impairment of stretchability or air per-
meability occurs due to the adhered insulating layers.
[0010] The present invention was made in view of the
above circumstances, and an object of the present in-
vention is to provide a textile type device in which there
is less discomfort at the time of wearing the device and
capable of minimizing occurrence of short circuits or the
like. Furthermore, an object of the present invention is to
provide a wiring pattern which can be suitably used for
a device transfer sheet and a device transfer sheet which
can be easily attached to a cloth in which the textile type
device is deformed.

[Solution to Problem]

[0011] As a result of intensive studies, the inventors of
the present invention found that a device transfer sheet
having high flexibility can be obtained by forming wirings
in a film having excellent stretchability. In addition, the
inventors found that a textile type device in which there
is less discomfort and which causes hardly any problems
such as a short circuit at the time of wearing the device
using the device transfer sheet can be obtained, thereby
completing the present invention.
[0012] In other words, in order to accomplish the above
objects, the present invention adopts the following
means.

(1) A wiring film according to an embodiment of the
present invention is a wiring film provided between
a cloth and an electronic component, including: a
wiring layer including an extensible film and wirings
provided along the extensible film inside or on an
outer surface of the extensible film, wherein at least
a part of the wirings is exposed from a first surface
of the wiring layer that faces the electronic compo-
nent.
(2) In the wiring film according to (1), the wirings may
be a conductive thread or a conductive thread coated
with an insulating material.
(3) In the wiring film according to (1), the wirings may
be a conductive wire or a conductive wire coated
with an insulating material.
(4) In the wiring film according to any one of (1) to
(3), the extensible film may include a polyurethane
film.
(5) In the wiring film according to any one of (1) to
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(4), the extensible film may include a thermoplastic
adhesive layer.
(6) In the wiring film according to any one of (1) to
(4), the wiring film further includes: a short-circuit pre-
vention layer on a second surface of the wiring layer
opposite to the first surface.
(7) In the wiring film according to (6), the wiring film
may be a polyurethane film including a thermoplastic
adhesive layer on a first surface of the wiring layer
in which the short-circuit prevention layer faces at
least the cloth.
(8) A device transfer sheet according to an embod-
iment of the present invention includes: the wiring
film according to any one of (1) to (7); an electronic
component connected via an exposed portion of the
wirings; a protective layer configured to cover the
wiring film and the electronic component in a plan
view; and a temporary support provided on a surface
of the protective layer opposite to a surface thereof
on the wiring film side.
(9) In the device transfer sheet according to (8), the
electronic component may be a sensor.
(10) In the device transfer sheet according to (8) or
(9), the protective layer and the wiring film may be
provided only in a portion along the electronic com-
ponent and wirings constituting the wiring film in the
plan view.
(11) A textile type device according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention includes: a cloth; the
wiring film according to any one of (1) to (7) adhered
on the cloth; an electronic component connected via
an exposed portion of the wirings; and a protective
layer configured to cover the wiring film and the elec-
tronic component in the plan view.
(12) In the textile type device according to (11), the
protective layer and the wiring film may be provided
only in the electronic component and the wirings con-
stituting the wiring film in the plan view.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0013] A wiring film according to an embodiment of the
present invention can be used as a wiring film for a device
transfer sheet because the wiring film has adhesive prop-
erties and high stretchability.
[0014] In a device transfer sheet according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention, an electronic compo-
nent in which wirings are provided can be easily trans-
ferred to a cloth and a short circuit does not occur in the
wirings.
[0015] A textile type device according to an embodi-
ment of the present invention causes less discomfort and
hardly any problems such as a short circuit at the time
of wearing the device.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0016]

Fig. 1 is a schematic plan view of a textile type device
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing an example of a cross section of a textile type
device shown in Fig. 1 taken along surface A-A.
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing an example of a cross section of the textile type
device shown in Fig. 1 taken along surface B-B.
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing another example of a cross section of the textile
type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along surface A-A.
Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing yet another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 6 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing still another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing still another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing still another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 9 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing still another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 10 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing still another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 11 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing still another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 12 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing still another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 13 is a cross-sectional view schematically show-
ing still another example of a cross section of the
textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along sur-
face A-A.
Fig. 14 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a de-
vice transfer sheet according to an embodiment of
the present invention.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0017] Constituents including a wiring pattern, a device
transfer sheet, and a textile type device to which the
present invention is applied will be described below with
reference to the drawings. In the drawings used in the
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following description, for the sake of facilitating under-
standing of the features, there are cases in which en-
larged characteristic portions are shown for convenience
and dimensional proportions of constituent elements are
not necessarily the same as the actual ones. The mate-
rials, dimensions, and the like in the following description
are merely exemplary examples, and the present inven-
tion is not limited thereto and can be appropriately mod-
ified and implemented without departing from the gist of
the present invention.

(Textile type device and wiring film)

[0018] Fig. 1 is a schematic plan view of a textile type
device according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0019] A textile type device 100 includes a cloth 50, a
plurality of electronic components (sensors) 20 provided
in the cloth 50, a circuit board 30 in which information
from the sensors 20 is integrated, an external output
means 40 for outputting the information integrated in the
circuit board 30 to the outside, and wirings 11 configured
to connect the sensors 20 and the circuit board 30.
[0020] Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view schematically
showing an example of a cross section of the textile type
device shown in Fig. 1 taken along surface A-A. As shown
in Fig. 2, the wirings 11 are provided in a wiring film 10.
The wiring film 10 is disposed between the cloth 50 and
one of the sensors 20 and a protective layer 21. A wiring
layer 13 and an adhesive layer 15 constituting the wiring
film 10, the sensor 20, the protective layer 21, and the
cloth 50 are actually in contact with each other, but are
shown by being partially separated for the sake of helping
understanding thereof.
[0021] The wiring film 10 shown in Fig. 2 includes the
wiring layer 13 and a short-circuit prevention layer 15.
[0022] The wiring layer 13 includes an extensible film
12 and a wirings 11 provided along the extensible film
12 inside or on an outer surface of the extensible film 12.
[0023] A part of the wirings 11 is exposed from at least
a first surface 13a of the wiring layer 13 on the sensor
20 side. The part of the wirings 11 is exposed from the
first surface 13a so that the wiring 11 can be in contact
with the sensor 20.
[0024] In the wiring film of the present invention, in or-
der to bring the wirings into contact with the sensor while
securing insulation of the wirings, only a part of the wir-
ings may be exposed from the first surface. In this case,
the wirings are provided inside and on the outer surface
of the extensible film.
[0025] As the wirings 11, stretchable wiring such as a
conductive thread, a conductive wire, a conductive ink,
or the like can be used. In the specification, a "conductive
thread" refers to a natural fiber or a chemical fiber coated
with a conductive material and a "conductive wire" refers
to a wire-like member made of a conductive material.
The conductive wire is typically a metallic wire, but is not
limited to a metallic wire as long as the conductive wire

has conductivity. Particularly, it is desirable to use a con-
ductive thread or a conductive wire for the wirings 11 and
it is more desirable to use a conductive thread coated
with silver and a copper wire as the conductive thread
and the conductive wire, respectively. The conductive
thread is a thread having conductivity. The conductive
thread has high durability and high conformability to
changes in shape. For this reason, deformation or the
like of the textile type device 100 can also be prevented
using a conductive thread. A copper wire has high con-
ductivity and low variation in resistance. As an application
thereof, for example, conductive threads are used for wir-
ings between sensors like in conventional motion capture
and copper wires may be used for wirings of a digital
device (in which high conductivity is required) for the pur-
pose of adding further functions.
[0026] The wirings 11 may be used by being coated
with an insulating material. In this case, a portion exposed
from the first surface of the wiring layer facing the elec-
tronic component is not coated with an insulating mate-
rial.
[0027] It is desirable that the wirings 11 meander. A
meandering shape can be any shape such as a zigzag,
a waveform, a curve obtained by aligning a plurality of
horseshoe shapes and/or parts of horseshoe shapes and
joining or interpolating between ends thereof, a continu-
ous hairpin curve, a line obtained by combining a plurality
of parts of polygons, and a line obtained by combining a
plurality of parts of star shapes, or combinations thereof,
a substantially straight line and an approximate curve,
and combinations of a substantially straight line and an
approximate curve.
[0028] A period of meandering and a width of mean-
ders can have any values. Furthermore, meanders may
not have the same shapes, the same period, and/or width
and may have different values. When the wirings 11 such
as the conductive thread or the conductive wire meander,
conformability to the deformation of the extensible film
12 can be improved.
[0029] Any member having stretchability can be used
for the extensible film 12. Since the extensible film 12
stretches and contracts, a textile type device 100 which
can conform to deformation such as stretching and bend-
ing can be obtained. Here, in the case of stretchability,
an amount of change in shape with respect to an initial
state is preferably 30% or more, more preferably 50% or
more, and particularly preferably 100% or more.
[0030] Although a thickness of the extensible film 12
is not particularly limited, the thickness thereof is prefer-
ably 5 mm to 300 mm and more preferably 10 mm to 100
mm. Both high stretchability and strength can be achieved
as long as the thickness of the extensible film 12 is in this
range.
[0031] In Fig. 2, the extensible film 12 is constituted of
an adhesive layer 12A and an insulating layer 12B from
the first surface side of the extensible film. When the ad-
hesive layer 12A is thermally melted, the wiring film 10,
the sensor 20, and the protective layer 21 can be fused
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and joined. As the insulating layer 12B, any member hav-
ing stretchability such as a polyurethane film can be used.
The adhesive layer 12A is preferably a thermoplastic ad-
hesive layer and examples of thermoplastic adhesive lay-
er include known hot melt films and the like, but it is de-
sirable that the adhesive layer 12A be a hot melt film
having stretchability.
[0032] Thus, conformability at the time of the cloth
stretching and contracting is improved. Examples of a
hot melt having stretchability include a hot melt film or
the like having polyurethane as a main ingredient.
[0033] A conductive hot melt containing conductive
metal particles may be partially used between contact
points of the sensor 20 and the wirings 11. Thus, an elec-
trical connection between the sensor 20 and the wirings
11 can be improved so that contact resistance is reduced.
As conductive metallic fine particles used for the conduc-
tive hot melt, silver, gold, copper, platinum, or aluminum
is preferable, silver, gold, or copper is more preferable,
and silver is most preferable. Furthermore, using flake-
like metallic fine particles, high conductivity can be im-
parted with a small content. It is desirable that the con-
ductive hot melt include a hot melt having polyurethane
as a main ingredient. Thus, detaching from the sensor
20 or the wirings 11 due to distortion applied at the time
of the cloth stretching and contracting can be minimized.
[0034] The extensible film 12 is not limited to this em-
bodiment. For example, the extensible film 12 may be
constituted only of the insulating layer 12B made of a
polyurethane film, adhesive layers may be formed on
both surfaces of the insulating layer 12B, and the exten-
sible film 12 may be constituted only of an adhesive layer.
Modifications thereof will be described below in detail.
[0035] The short-circuit prevention layer 15 is disposed
on a second surface 13b of the wiring layer 13 opposite
to the first surface 13a. In the wiring layer 13, if the wirings
11 are not exposed from the second surface 13b, the
short-circuit prevention layer 15 may be omitted. How-
ever, as the short-circuit prevention layer 15 is provided
on the second surface 13b of the wiring layer 13, a short
circuit due to penetration of sweat or the like from the
cloth 50 can be more effectively prevented. The present
invention can also be used underwater or the like.
[0036] The short-circuit prevention layer 15 also has a
function of adhering the wiring layer 13 to the cloth 50.
The textile type device 100 functions as a wearable de-
vice. For this reason, it is assumed that washing or the
like is performed. Since the short-circuit prevention layer
15 firmly adheres the wiring layer 13 to the cloth 50, de-
taching of the short-circuit prevention layer 15 can be
prevented when treatment using water such as washing
is performed.
[0037] It is desirable that the short-circuit prevention
layer 15 have the first surface 15a thereof on the wiring
layer 13 side and a second surface 15b thereof opposite
to the first surface 15a and have at least an adhesive
layer 15C on the second surface 15b.
[0038] In Fig. 2, an example in which an adhesive layer

15A and the adhesive layer 15C are provided on both
surfaces of an insulating layer 15B is shown.
[0039] It is desirable that thermoplastic adhesive lay-
ers be used for the adhesive layers 15A and 15C. Thus,
conformability at the time of the cloth stretching and con-
tracting can be improved and the wiring layer 13 and the
cloth 50 are firmly adhered. Examples of thermoplastic
adhesive layer include a known hot melt film or the like,
but it is desirably a hot melt film having stretchability.
Examples of a hot melt having stretchability include a hot
melt or the like having polyurethane as a main ingredient.
[0040] Also, as the short-circuit prevention layer 15 in-
cludes the insulating layer 15B, the short-circuit preven-
tion layer 15 can embed the wirings 11 exposed from the
second surface 13b of the wiring layer 13 on the cloth 50
side, thereby further improving insulating properties.
Thus, short circuiting of the textile type device due to
sweat or the like can be minimized. Furthermore, as the
short-circuit prevention layer 15 is provided, the strength
of the entire wiring film 10 can be further increased. It is
desirable to use a polyurethane film as the insulating lay-
er 15B. Thus, high insulation properties can be ensured
and conformability at the time of the cloth stretching and
contracting is improved.
[0041] A thickness of the short-circuit prevention layer
15 is not particularly limited, but is preferably 10 mm to
800 mm and more preferably 30 mm to 300 mm. Regard-
ing each of the constituents of the short-circuit prevention
layer 15, a thickness of the insulating layer 15B is pref-
erably 5 mm to 300 mm and more preferably 10 mm to
100 mm. High stretchability and strength can be main-
tained as long as the thickness of the insulating layer 15B
is in this range. Thicknesses of the adhesive layers 15A
and 15C are preferably 10 mm to 200 mm and more pref-
erably 30 mm to 100 mm. When the thickness of the ad-
hesive layer 15C is within this range, the cloth and the
wiring film 10 can be strongly adhered to each other and
can be used for a long period of time without becoming
detached due to washing or the like.
[0042] The wiring film 10 constituted of the wiring layer
13 and the short-circuit prevention layer 15 preferably
has a conductivity when a shape thereof has changed
by 10% or more that is 1/10 to 10 times a conductivity
when the shape thereof has not changed. Furthermore,
it is desirable that a proportion of conductivity change be
kept in this range even if the shape thereof changes by
30% or more, it is more desirable that the proportion of
conductivity change be kept in this range even if the
shape thereof changes by 50% or more, and it is partic-
ularly desirable that the proportion of conductivity change
be kept in this range even if the shape thereof changes
by 100% or more.
[0043] A short-circuit prevention layer 15 is not limited
to this example and various constitutions thereof can be
adopted. For example, the short-circuit prevention layer
may also serve as a thermoplastic adhesive layer. Fur-
thermore, the short-circuit prevention layer 15 may be
constituted of a more plurality of layers.
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[0044] Examples of the sensor 20 include a photodi-
ode, a temperature sensor, a strain sensor, a pressure
sensor, and the like. In addition, different sensors may
be used for different places. Depending on usage appli-
cations, the sensor 20 may be replaced with an electronic
component other than a sensor.
[0045] The sensor 20 is not particularly limited as long
as a current or a voltage of the sensor changes due to a
change in a physical quantity, but is preferably a variable
resistance type sensor whose resistance varies depend-
ing on a physical quantity and a voltage of which at both
ends changes, due to the simplicity or the like of a circuit.
As the physical quantity, at least one of the group con-
sisting of sound, light, temperature, pressure, and strain
can be suitably used. In this case, a resistance value of
the resistance of the sensor 20 is preferably 50 times or
more a wiring resistance of the wirings 11. A distance
between the sensor 20 and an external output means 5
differs depending on a location, but the resistance of the
sensor 20 is set to a value that is 50 times or more the
wiring resistance so that an influence of the wiring resist-
ance of the wirings 11 can be eliminated.
[0046] In the case of the sensor 20, it is desirable to
use a sensor using ink. A sensor using ink is a sensor
prepared using ink obtained by mixing conductive parti-
cles with an elastomer solution or a dispersion. By print-
ing and drying this ink, a sensor in which the conductive
particles are randomly dispersed in an elastomer film is
obtained. In the sensor, distances between conductive
particles change in accordance with thermal expan-
sion/contraction due to tension, compression, and
change in temperature and thus the resistance between
both ends of the sensor changes. A sensor using ink is
very thin and conformability to an object on which meas-
urement is to be performed is high. For this reason, ac-
curate and stable measurement can be performed.
[0047] As shown in Fig. 2, the protective layer 21 cov-
ers the wiring film 10 and the sensor 20 in a plan view.
A surface 21b of the protective layer 21 on a side opposite
to a surface 21a on which the sensor 20 is provided is
an outermost surface in a state of being used. In other
words, the wiring film 10 and the sensor 20 are covered
with the protective layer 21 so that the wirings 11 can be
embedded in a device transfer sheet 100.
[0048] As a result, the wiring film 10 can be protected
from erosion due to sweat or the like when a textile type
device obtained using the device transfer sheet 100 is
used. The textile type device can also be used underwa-
ter.
[0049] The protective layer 21 is the outermost surface
when the textile type device is used as described above.
For this reason, it is desirable that the protective layer 21
have insulating properties and stretchability. In addition,
it is desirable that the protective layer 21 be a layer made
of polyurethane.
[0050] A thickness of the protective layer 21 is prefer-
ably 5 mm to 300 mm and more preferably 10 mm to 100
mm. High stretchability and strength can be maintained

as long as the thickness of the protective layer 21 is in
this range.
[0051] Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional view schematically
showing an example of a cross section of the textile type
device shown in Fig. 1 taken along surface B-B.
[0052] As shown in Fig. 3, it is desirable that the pro-
tective layer 21 and the wiring film 10 (wiring layer 13
and short-circuit prevention layer 15) be provided only in
a portion along the wirings 11 constituting the sensor 20
and the wiring film 10 in a plan view. The protective layer
21 and the wiring film 10 are provided only in a necessary
minimum portion along the wirings 11 in this way so that
a space K to which nothing is attached is formed above
the cloth 50. Due to the presence of the space K, air
permeability and flexibility of the textile type device 100
can be further improved.
[0053] Here, the portions along the sensor 20 and the
wirings 11 are preferably in a range of 0.1 mm to 100 mm
from outer peripheries of the sensor 20 and the wirings
11 in a plan view and more preferably 0.5 mm to 5 mm.
If the portions along the sensor 20 and the wirings 11 are
too large, there are more unnecessary portions and thus
air permeability of the textile type device is hindered. On
the other hand, if the portions along the sensor 20 and
the wirings 11 are too narrow, a part of the sensor 20 and
the wirings 11 is highly likely to be exposed to the outside
due to a level difference between the sensor 20 and the
wirings 11 and a short circuit is highly likely to occur.
[0054] Various cloths can be used as the cloth 50. For
example, existing cloths may be used as the cloth 50.
Since a sensitivity of the sensor 20 can be increased
when the sensor 20 is in close contact with a person, it
is desirable that the cloth 50 be made of a stretchable
material.
[0055] The circuit board 30 is a part configured to col-
lect information from sensors attached to various por-
tions.
[0056] As the circuit board 30, known boards can be
used. For example, a flexible printed circuit board or the
like can be used.
[0057] The external output means 40 is a part config-
ured to output electrical information from the sensor 20
to the outside.
[0058] The external output means 40 may be a wired
communication device or a wireless communication de-
vice as long as the external output means 40 can transmit
a signal to the outside. From the viewpoint of reducing
discomfort at the time of wearing, it is desirably a wireless
communication device. For example, a communication
standard such as Bluetooth (registered trademark), Zig-
bee (registered trademark), and Wi-Fi (registered trade-
mark) can be used. A microcomputer, a lithium battery,
and the like may also be installed in the external output
means.

(Modifications)

[0059] Note that description has been provided with
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reference to Figs. 1 to 3, but the textile type device is not
necessarily limited to this constitution and various mod-
ifications are possible without departing from the gist of
the present invention.
[0060] Fig. 4 shows a modification and is a cross-sec-
tional view corresponding to a cross section of the textile
type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along surface A-A. In
a textile type device 101 shown in Fig. 4, a wiring layer
12 and a short-circuit prevention layer 15 constituting a
wiring film 10 have different constitutions. Other constit-
uents are the same as those of the above-described tex-
tile type device 100 and are denoted with the same ref-
erence numerals.
[0061] In the textile type device 101, an extensible film
12 has three layers and the short-circuit prevention layer
15 has two layers. The extensible film 12 is constituted
of an insulating layer 12B having adhesive layers 12C
and 12F on both surfaces thereof. The short-circuit pre-
vention layer 15 is constituted of an insulating layer 15D
having an adhesive layer 15E on a surface thereof on a
cloth 50 side. When the constitution of the textile type
device 100 shown in Fig. 2 is compared with the consti-
tution of the textile type device 101 shown in Fig. 4, the
overall thickness thereof has not changed but the exten-
sible film is thicker. For this reason, an effect in which
the extensible film is difficult to damage when a conduc-
tive thread wirings are formed is achieved.
[0062] Also in the textile type device 101, since a part
of the wirings 11 is exposed from a first surface 13a of a
wiring layer 13, application of electricity to the sensor 20
can be secured. Since the short-circuit prevention layer
15 is arranged on a portion of the wiring layer 13 on the
cloth 50 side, penetration of sweat or the like from the
cloth 50 can be prevented. In other words, a short circuit
caused by sweat or the like can be prevented.
[0063] Also, Fig. 5 shows another modification and is
a cross-sectional view corresponding to a cross section
of the textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along
surface A-A. A textile type device 102 shown in Fig. 5
and the above-described textile type device 101 differ in
that, in the textile type device 102, an adhesive layer 22
having the same function as that of the adhesive layer
12C of the wiring layer 13 in the above-described textile
type device 101 arranged on the sensor 20 side is ar-
ranged on the sensor 20 and protective layer 21 sides.
Other constituents are the same as those of the above-
described textile type device 100 and denoted with the
same reference numerals.
[0064] In the textile type device 102, there in a concern
concerning interference with connection between the
sensor 20 and wirings 11 due to an adhesive layer 22.
However, connection is possible without any problem as
long as the adhesive layer 22 can be sufficiently melted
by heat or the like at the time of adhering. In other words,
also in the textile type device 102, application of electricity
to the wirings 11 and the sensor 20 can be secured and
penetration of sweat or the like from a cloth 50 can be
prevented. In other words, a short circuit caused by sweat

or the like can be prevented.
[0065] Fig. 6 shows yet another modification and is a
cross-sectional view corresponding to a cross section of
the textile type device shown in Fig. 1 taken along surface
A-A. A textile type device 103 shown in Fig. 6 and the
above-described textile type device 100 differ in that, in
the textile type device 103, an adhesive layer 22 having
the same function as that of the adhesive layer 12A of
the wiring layer 13 in the textile type device 100 arranged
on the sensor 20 side is arranged on the sensor 20 and
protective layer 21 sides. Other constituents are the
same as those of the above-described textile type device
100 and denoted with the same reference numerals.
[0066] Also in the textile type device 103, there is a
concern about interference with connection between the
sensor 20 and wirings 11 due to an adhesive layer 22.
However, connection is possible without any problem as
long as the adhesive layer 22 can be sufficiently melted
by heat or the like at the time of adhering. In other words,
also in the textile type device 103, application of electricity
to the wirings 11 and the sensor 20 can be secured and
penetration of sweat or the like from the cloth 50 can be
prevented. In other words, a short circuit caused by sweat
or the like can be prevented.
[0067] Besides this, various embodiments can be used
as long as adhesion among the protective layer 21, the
sensor 20, a wiring layer 13, a short-circuit prevention
layer 15, and a cloth 50 can be maintained and the wirings
11 can be embedded therein. For example, the short-
circuit prevention layer 15 may include only one layer of
adhesive layer 15F as shown in Figs. 7 and 9 and the
extensible film 12 may include only one layer of an ad-
hesive layer 12F as shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Furthermore,
as shown in Figs. 10 to 13, an order of the sensor 20,
the wiring layer 13, and the short-circuit prevention layer
15 with respect to the cloth 50 may be reversed. To be
specific, the cloth 50, the sensor 20, the wiring layer 13,
and the short-circuit prevention layer 15 may be stacked
in this order.
[0068] As described above, the textile type device ac-
cording to the embodiment of the present invention is
used so that a wearable sensor device can be obtained.
Furthermore, short circuiting caused by moisture such
as sweat, discomfort due to poor air permeability, and
the like can be prevented, thereby allowing a device with
less discomfort to the wearer to be provided.

"Device transfer sheet"

[0069] Fig. 14 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a
device transfer sheet according to an embodiment of the
present invention. A device transfer sheet 200 according
to the embodiment of the present invention includes a
wiring film 10, a sensor 20, a protective layer 21, and a
temporary support 60.
[0070] When the device transfer sheet 200 is trans-
ferred to a cloth and the temporary support 60 is de-
tached, the device transfer sheet 200 functions as a tex-
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tile type device of the present invention like the textile
type device 100 to 103 described above. An example
shown in Fig. 14 is a case in which the textile type device
100 is provided, the wiring film 10, the sensor 20, and
the protective layer 21 have the same constituents as
those of the textile type device 100, and detailed descrip-
tion thereof will be omitted.
[0071] The temporary support 60 is a support part con-
figured to support the wiring film 10, the sensor 20, and
the protective layer 21 until the textile type device is trans-
ferred to the cloth. The temporary support 60 is detached
when the textile type device is used. For this reason, a
material of the temporary support 60 is not particularly
limited. For example, a commercially available polyeth-
ylene terephthalate (PET) film or the like can be used.
[0072] A thickness of the temporary support 60 is pref-
erably 20 mm or more, more preferably 50 mm or more,
and particularly preferably 100 mm or more. If the thick-
ness of the temporary support 60 is in this range, the
wiring film 10, the sensor 20, and the protective layer 21
can be sufficiently supported. On the other hand, if the
thickness of the temporary support 60 is too thick, there
is a problem that the manufacturing costs of the entire
device transfer sheet 200 increase and a thickness and
weight thereof unnecessarily increase.
[0073] As described above, it is desirable to remove
unnecessary portions other than the wirings 11 and the
sensor 20 from the viewpoint of ensuring air permeability
of the textile type device, reducing the weight thereof,
improving flexibility thereof, and the like. In other words,
it is desirable to remove the protective layer 21 and the
wiring film 10 other than portions along the wirings 11
and the sensor. When the protective layer 21 and the
wiring film 10 are removed, it is desirable that the unnec-
essary portions be cut in half without cutting the tempo-
rary support 60. If the temporary support 60 is also re-
moved together therewith, it becomes difficult for the de-
vice transfer sheet 200 to maintain its shape and thus
handling properties significantly deteriorate. For this rea-
son, a transfer accuracy or the like to the cloth deterio-
rates. On the other hand, when the unnecessary portions
are cut in half while the temporary support 60 is left, trans-
fer of the device transfer sheet 200 to the cloth or the like
becomes easy and a transfer accuracy can be improved.
[0074] As described above, when the device transfer
sheet according to the embodiment of the present inven-
tion is used, the electronic component to which the wir-
ings are connected can be easily transferred to the cloth
and a short circuit of the wirings can be prevented.
[0075] Also, when only the unnecessary portions are
cut in half while the temporary support is left, handling
properties of the device transfer sheet can be improved,
and it is possible to ensure air permeability, lightweight
characteristics, and flexibility of the textile type device
after the transfer.

(Method for producing device transfer sheet and textile 
type device)

[0076] A method for producing a device transfer sheet
includes a step of forming wirings on an extensible film
to prepare a wiring film, a step of preparing a sensor-
attached film having a sensor formed on a temporary
support with a protective layer therebetween, and a step
of adhering the wiring film to the sensor-attached film
such that the wirings and the sensor are connected. Here,
the sensor is used as an example of an electronic com-
ponent.
[0077] First, a wiring film is prepared. For example,
when a conductive thread is used as a wiring, the con-
ductive thread is sewn into an extensible film. Since the
extensible film is thin, the extensible film is very easily
torn, but a thin needle and a conductive thread having a
small frictional force are used so that breakage of the
extensible film can be prevented. Embroidering ma-
chines, sewing machines, or the like may be used for
sewing or manual sewing may be used. The same applies
to a case in which a metallic wire is used.
[0078] Also, when a conductive ink is used, the same
applies to a case in which the conductive ink is applied
to an outer surface.
[0079] The wirings are formed such that at least a part
thereof is exposed from one surface of the wiring layer.
When a conductive thread is used, the conductive thread
is exposed on at least one surface of the wiring layer if
the conductive thread is sewn to pass through both sur-
faces of the extensible film. Furthermore, when the con-
ductive thread is exposed only on one side, blindstitching
or the like may be used. Blindstitching is a sewing method
in which a needle inserted from one side passes through
an inside of a film and is pulled from a surface on the
side on which the needle is inserted.
[0080] Subsequently, the short-circuit prevention layer
is provided on a surface of the wiring layer opposite to a
surface thereof adhered to the sensor if necessary. The
short-circuit prevention layer can be formed on one sur-
face of the extensible film with a thermoplastic film or the
like which is thermally melted therbetween.
[0081] The sensor-attached film is prepared separate-
ly from the preparation of the wiring film. There is no
particular limitation on a method for preparing a sensor-
attached film. For example, the sensor-attached film can
be obtained by sequentially stacking the protective layer
and the sensor above the temporary support. To be spe-
cific, for example, a commercially available PET film can
be used as the temporary support. Moreover, the protec-
tive layer is formed above one surface of the PET film.
For example, the protective layer may be formed by print-
ing a polyurethane resin or sticking a commercially avail-
able polyurethane film thereon. A sensor using ink can
be prepared using screen printing at a predetermined
position on the obtained protective layer. With such a
procedure, the sensor-attached film can be obtained.
[0082] Subsequently, the obtained wiring film and the
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sensor-attached film are adhered. The adhesion is per-
formed such that the wirings and the sensor are electri-
cally connected. At this time, an adhesive layer is formed
on at least one of the adhesive surfaces of the wiring film
and the sensor-attached film. For this reason, the surface
from which the wirings of the wiring film are exposed and
the surface on which the sensor of the sensor-attached
film is formed is aligned, are subjected to heat application,
and are adhered. With such a procedure, the device
transfer sheet can be obtained.
[0083] Here, in the obtained device transfer sheet, the
protective layer and the extensible film constituting the
wiring film are formed on the entire surface of the device
transfer sheet. Thus, it is desirable to remove the protec-
tive layer and the extensible film constituting the wiring
film other than a portion along the sensor and the wirings
constituting the wiring film such that the temporary sup-
port remains. The sensor and the wirings constituting the
wiring film are supported by the temporary support even
if unnecessary portions are removed.
[0084] As described above, the device transfer sheet
can be easily produced without complicated steps. For
this reason, mass production can also be improved.
[0085] Next, the textile type device is produced using
the obtained device transfer sheet. A method for manu-
facturing the textile type device includes a step of adher-
ing the device transfer sheet to the cloth and a step of
detaching the temporary support from the adhered de-
vice transfer sheet.
[0086] An outermost surface of the device transfer
sheet opposite to a surface on which the temporary sup-
port is provided is an adhesive surface. For this reason,
the device transfer sheet is positioned and heated at a
predetermined position on the cloth and thus the cloth
and the device transfer sheet are fused and joined. In
the device transfer sheet, the sensor, the wirings, and
the like are already provided in a predetermined arrange-
ment. For this reason, the device can be transferred to
a desired position simply through adhesion. Further-
more, since support is performed by the temporary sup-
port, the shape does not change significantly at the time
of adhering and the accuracy of transfer can be improved.
[0087] The temporary support is detached from the de-
vice transfer sheet. With such a procedure, the textile
type device can be easily obtained.
[0088] As described above, the textile type device can
be produced in a necessary portion simply by transfer
using the device transfer sheet. Furthermore, since the
device transfer sheet has stretchability, flexibility, and
stability, the accuracy of the positioning can be improved
and the resolution of data can be further improved.

[Reference Signs List]

[0089]

100, 101, 102, 103 Textile type device
10 Wiring film

11 Wirings
12 Extensible film
12A, 12C, 12E Adhesive layer
12B, 12D Insulating layer
13 Wiring layer
15 Adhesive film
15A, 15C, 15F Adhesive layer
15B, 15D Insulating layer
20 Sensor
21 Protective layer
30 Circuit board
40 External output means
50 Cloth
60 Temporary support
200 Device transfer sheet

Claims

1. A wiring film provided between a cloth and an elec-
tronic component, comprising:

a wiring layer which includes an extensible film
and wirings provided along the extensible film
inside or on an outer surface of the extensible
film,
wherein at least a part of the wirings is exposed
from a first surface of the wiring layer that faces
the electronic component.

2. The wiring film according to claim 1, wherein the wir-
ings are a conductive thread or a conductive thread
coated with an insulating material.

3. The wiring film according to claim 1, wherein the wir-
ings are a conductive wire or a conductive wire coat-
ed with an insulating material.

4. The wiring film according to any one of claims 1 to
3, wherein the extensible film includes a poly-
urethane film.

5. The wiring film according to any one of claims 1 to
4, wherein the extensible film includes a thermoplas-
tic adhesive layer.

6. The wiring film according to any one of claims 1 to
5, further comprising:
a short-circuit prevention layer on a second surface,
which is opposite to the first surface, of the wiring
layer.

7. The wiring film according to claim 6, comprising:
a thermoplastic adhesive layer on a surface, which
faces the cloth, of the short-circuit prevention layer.

8. A device transfer sheet comprising:
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the wiring film according to any one of claims 1
to 7;
an electronic component which is connected via
an exposed portion of the wirings;
a protective layer which is configured to cover
the wiring film and the electronic component in
a plan view; and
a temporary support which is provided on a sur-
face, which is opposite to a surface of the wiring
film side, of the protective layer.

9. The device transfer sheet according to claim 8,
wherein the electronic component is a sensor.

10. The device transfer sheet according to claim 8 or 9,
wherein the protective layer and the wiring film are
provided only in a portion along the electronic com-
ponent and wirings which constitutes the wiring film
in the plan view.

11. A textile type device, comprising:

a cloth;
the wiring film according to any one of claims 1
to 7 adhered on the cloth;
an electronic component which is connected via
an exposed portion of the wirings; and
a protective layer which is configured to cover
the wiring film and the electronic component in
the plan view.

12. The textile type device according to claim 11, where-
in the protective layer and the wiring film are provided
only in the electronic component and the wirings
which constitute the wiring film in the plan view.
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